
South Italy, once called Magna Graecia, was source of
ancient Greek pottery fabricated mostly during the fourth
century B.C. which is commonly called South Italian
pottery. First, many scholars thought, that this pottery
was imported from Athens, but in fact the Greeks living in
South Italy produced here their own red- figured pottery
since the end of fifth century B.C. Many workshops were
influenced by Attic pottery and they developed their own
style later during the fourth century B.C. All South
Italian workshops initially took up the style of Attic
workshops of Athens, when many craftsmen left the city
because of the Peloponnesian Wars.
Five areas or schools of South Italian pottery, that
produced the red-figured ware, are identified: Apulia
(various workshops in Taras), Lucania (Heraclea,
Metaponto), Paestum (Paestum), Campania (Capua and Cumae)
and Sicily (Syracuse and Lipari). The red-figured pottery
was produced here between 440 B.C. and the end of fourth
century B.C. Almost all pottery forms that were developed
in Greece were produced also in South Italy. Very popular
were calyx-craters and bell-craters, which were
marvellously decorated by the vase painters. South Italian
potters developed some new pottery forms and shapes(bail
amphora, nestoris etc.). At first the elements of
decoration were the same as in Attic pottery, but the vase
painters became innovative in the course of the fourth
century.
The vase-paintings of South Italy and Sicily show two
worlds. One world is of myths and legends and other is of
everyday life. Both worlds are mixed together on the vase
paintings. Gods are shown intervening in human beings’
lives and the heroes are shown performing their exploits.
Gods, Trojan War, Heracles’ and other heroes’ stories,
drama,everyday life and death and after-life are the main
subject-maters of the vase paintings.
The Dionysiac scenes on the south Italy vases were
very popular and very frequent. Dionysos was the god of
wine, drama and mysteries. The world of Dionysos is
represented by thiasos (where he is in company of satyrs
and maenads) and symposium. His association with the
theater stage should not be overlooked (tragic masks,
phylax actors, theatre scenes etc.). Dionysos is probably
to be identified with the youthful male figure holding
thyrsus, phiale or bunch of grapes. 


